
What is SUNY?

The State University of New York is the largest comprehensive university system in the United

States. Our impact in New York State and across the globe begins with our 64 institutions,

including research universities, academic medical centers, liberal arts colleges, community

colleges, colleges of technology and an online learning network. We serve nearly 1.3 million

students, including nearly 600,000 in credit bearing courses and programs and more than 700,000

through continuing education and community outreach programs. Our nearly 3 million SUNY

alumni are located around the globe, each making their own unique impact.

SUNY was created out of a commitment to opportunity and access, and designed to meet diverse

needs across a vast geographic landscape. We reflect both the land grant mission reborn and a

reputation for embracing new thinking and brighter ideals. Our faculty and students are constantly

seeking, generating, analyzing, and sending knowledge back into the world through informed

citizens, revitalized communities, and experts who transform entire sectors.

 

See our measured outcomes in SUNY Excels.
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https://www.suny.edu/excels
https://www.suny.edu/excels/
https://www.suny.edu/templates/sunymain/modules/domainredirect.cfm?domain=public


SUNY’s colleges and universities are state-supported and our graduates have been giving back

and transforming the lives of local and global citizens since we were established over 65 years

ago. Millions of SUNY alumni are working in their communities every day, changing and improving

the world with exceptional contributions—whether defined as a medical breakthrough, a

technological innovation, an inspirational piece of art, or the birth of a new business.

By leveraging our talents and resources in targeted, quantifiable ways, we bolster New York’s

economy and enhance quality of life for its citizens. Learn more about the Power of SUNY, where

we outline our goals and firm intentions.
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